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Collective Fare developed a scalable initiative - MEALS FOR ALL BK, to stay ahead of the
crisis from a “meals perspective” and along with partner organizations, such as ReThink,
coordinated a community food hub for receiving, storing, and distributing thousands of
pounds of food to the most vulnerable in communities such as Brownsville, East New York,
and many other surrounding communities.  To date, we have served over 550,000 fresh
healthy meals and distributed over 35,000 lbs of fresh produce and shelf-stable food items
to help close the food gap. During this time we also expanded our team and created
employment opportunities for many displaced hospitality workers.

Founders LaToya M. Meaders and Chef Femi Rodney Frazer are well versed in African
Diaspora and Southern food ways, as it commemorates their collective roots. While
incorporating these flavors from their vast culinary and cultural backgrounds into the food
they serve, they also put a focus on community engagement, ensuring everyone gets a seat
at the table.

The pandemic shined a light on food access in areas that are known as “food deserts.” With
limited access to fresh healthy foods in these neighborhoods, we witnessed rising statistics
of the impact on many families living in low-income housing, family shelters, and the
elderly living on fixed-to-no income, who depend on meals for their families and
themselves.

Our team at Collective Fare is composed of individuals with culinary & logistics expertise,
many of whom reside in the Brownsville community, who work diligently to answer the call
and adjust as the situation changes. As we push forward and offer new services to our
community, such as our cafe and kitchen, specialty market. Along with our nonprofit
partner organization Collective Food Works Inc., we aim to make the necessary changes
surrounding food sovereignty in communities such as Brownsville from a holistic
perspective.

Collective Fare is a  chef collaborative, catering,
food production, consulting, and management
company located in the heart of Brownsville,
Brooklyn at The Brownsville Community Culinary
Center. We strive to provide seasonally fresh,
nutritious & delicious meals for all, produced in our
5,000 sq ft. commercial kitchen space.

Our team has over 30 years of large scale food production, culinary consultancy &
management experience. Our passion for food has driven us to promote initiatives
focused on food sovereignty, education, opportunities, wellness and much needed
changes surrounding food access in our communities at large.
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